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Abstract—A novel hybrid beamforming architecture based
on a phased array of active multiport subarrays is proposed
for multi-user 5G applications. The subarrays have multiple
simultaneous fixed beams which are smartly combined at the
user locations with relatively large gains towards the intended
co-frequency users and sufficiently low inter-user interference
levels. The presented architecture has a wider angular coverage
than the existing subarray-based hybrid beamforming schemes
and reduces the signal processing complexity significantly as
compared to the fully digital beamforming.

Index Terms—Butler matrix, fifth generation (5G), hybrid
beamforming, multi-beam antenna, multi-user communication,
space division multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to meet the challenging capacity requirements of
5G technologies, it is crucial to reuse the same frequency
and time resources by exploiting the beamforming (or spatial
filtering) properties of the antenna arrays [1]. Using distributed
single beam antennas (SBAs) is currently proposed for 5G
(Massive) MIMO base stations by Nokia Bell Labs [2], Erics-
son [3], IBM [4] and NXP [5], which results in a multiplicity
of single beam antennas, generally acive phased arrays with
analog beam forming and digital MIMO processing. The more
ambitious alternative is to generate all the agile beams simul-
taneously from a single multiple beam antenna (MBA). The
IEEE definition of MBA is as follows [6]: “An antenna capable
of creating a family of major lobes from a single nonmoving
aperture through the use of a multiport feed, with one-to-
one correspondence between input ports and member major
lobes, the latter characterized by having unique main-beam
pointing directions”. MBAs have been used since decades for
space applications. For example, with the Boeing Spaceway
system [7], the same 500 MHz band is reused 24 times in 24
simultaneous beams around 20 GHz.

The multiple beam antennas (MBAs) can roughly be
grouped into two categories: (i) passive/active multiple fixed
beam antennas (MFBAs), (ii) passive/active multiple beam
phased array antennas (MBPAAs). The phrase ‘active’ means
that the LNA and PA are placed just behind each antenna
element or subarray, which helps compensate the losses in the
beamforming network and generate larger RF power.

MFBAs are mainly based on reflectors [8], lenses [9]
or beamforming circuits (transmission lines, directional cou-
plers etc.) [10]. At the output, a fixed number of beams
are created only in specific directions. Such a limitation is
not compatible with the demanding 5G performance criteria
that require flexible beamforming and versatility. The passive

and active MBPAAs, on the other hand, have the ability to
scan the simultaneously created beams. As indicated in [11],
active MBPAAs can achieve much better power efficiency and
system linearity than the passive MBPAAs. Therefore, it can be
inferred that active MBPAAs are the most suitable candidates
for simultaneous multi-user 5G communication.

In MBAs, the beams can be generated in various ways
depending on the beamforming strategy. The possible options
are based on fully-analog, fully-digital and hybrid schemes.
Among these options, fully-analog MBAs are not as flexible,
versatile and robust-to-failure as fully-digital ones. They also
suffer from combining losses that must be compensated by the
amplifier gain. On the other hand, fully-digital MBAs suffer
from high design cost and complexity. Therefore, being an
attractive compromise between the performance and complex-
ity, several hybrid beamforming strategies have recently been
proposed in the 5G literature [12]. In the past few years, hybrid
topologies received a lot of attention, especially in the signal
processing community [13], [14], due to the need for highly-
complex beamforming algorithms. It has been shown that
baseband processing and RF beamforming can be efficiently
combined using elementary antenna elements. However, for
the antenna community, it is still a challenge to make use of
smart antenna designs that help reduce the design complexity,
computational burden and required resources.

In this paper, the existing beamforming architectures for
the 5G base station antennas are reviewed with examples
of the state-of-the-art prototypes both from the industry and
academia. Considering its potential on decreasing the design
complexity/increasing the angular coverage range as compared
to the current hybrid schemes, and reducing the DSP complex-
ity as compared to the fully-digital beamforming, a new hybrid
beamforming architecture is proposed which is called as active
multiport subarray phased array antenna (AMSPAA).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
shows the possible beamforming architectures that can be used
in 5G base stations and introduces the newly-proposed active
multiport subarray topologies. Section III presents the radiation
pattern simulation results of the proposed architecture using a
smart array layout design. The conclusions are given in Section
IV.

II. MULTIPLE BEAM GENERATION STRATEGIES IN 5G

In this section, first, some of the existing active 5G
beamforming architectures will be covered and the advan-
tages/disadvantages of each will be explained taking into
account the current status of the industry. Later, a novel active
multiport subarray based array topology will be introduced
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Fig. 1. Potential active multi-beam generation architectures proposed in the 5G literature: (a) classic analog MIMO array, (b) fully-connected array, (c)
fully-digital array, (d) array of phased subarrays. (A: antenna element, Ar: antenna array, P: antenna port, S: user stream, B: antenna beam, U: user beam)

considering the trade-offs between the design complexity,
radiation performance and digital signal processing (DSP)
burden. Interested readers are referred to [15] for a deeper
discussion on the possible antenna technologies for 5G.

In 5G, ideally, each stream needs one own beam. Other-
wise, if several streams share the same beam, as was the case
in the previous generations, the system will not be optimum.
Currently, the industrial baseline 5G antennas are mostly based
on the classical analog MIMO array (possibly with additional
baseband processing) which is shown in Fig. 1(a). In this
configuration each stream only uses a single array (with P
elements) among many (= Q) closely located or distributed
single beam arrays. Therefore, the full potential of the overall
antenna array is not exploited, which results in relatively
wide beams with low gain unless each array is large enough.
Besides, the power sharing flexibility and efficiency between
all beams and streams is not at all as good as with a true MBA
where all the power can be put in a single stream, if needed.

Fig. 1(b) shows an alternative structure which will be called
as the true multi-beam analog array. The massive advantages
of this topology as compared to classical MIMO arrays with
the same total number of elements are: (i) each stream benefits
from the full gain (and if needed full power) of all the array
elements and not only from the gain of one “sub-array”, in
other words, the gain is multiplied by

√
Q, (ii) the power

needed per stream is divided by Q for the same EIRP, (iii)
since the beams are

√
Q times narrower, it is possible to re-use

the same frequency Q times more thus, in theory, multiply the
spectrum efficiency by Q. However, in true multi-beam arrays,
there is a large number of phase shifters and adders (with
combining losses) and each beam has its own beamforming
network. Due to the system complexity, the literature is not
rich regarding the implemented true multi-beam arrays. Some
examples can be found in radio astronomy [16], satellite
communications [17], [18], radar defense [19] areas.

Fig. 1(c) presents the fully digital architecture which is
considered as the final goal since it is able to provide the most
flexible, accurate and versatile performance via beamforming
in the baseband. Each stream uses all the antenna elements and
each element has a separate RF chain, but no phase shifters

or adders are used. The major issues with the fully digital
architectures are the cost and complexity, which increase
significantly with the number of simultaneous beams and the
number of array elements. Earlier designs with fully-digital
arrays were mainly used in military radar applications [20]
and satellite communications [21]. Later, with the development
of advanced DSP chips, the application domains have been
extended to personnel imaging [22], automotive radar [23] and
so on. Very recently, the first 5G fully-digital array hardware
was presented in [24]. However, the industrial high-volume 5G
market is still far from that due to many practical factors such
as cost, design complexity, cooling and computational burden.

Considering the drawbacks of the fully-digital arrays, hy-
brid architectures have been proposed for 5G base stations.
Due to having less number of RF chains, hybrid beamforming
can lower the system cost and complexity, which comes at
the expense of performance reduction. The most commonly
used hybrid architecture, namely the array of phased subarrays
is given here in Fig. 1(d). In this case, since the angular
coverage range is limited by the subarray pattern, only a small
sector (defined by the number of subarray elements, P ) can
be covered. The covered sector can be steered in the array
consisting of phased subarrays. As previously mentioned, hy-
brid architectures are getting a lot of attention from the signal
processing experts, but the implemented hybrid beamforming
prototypes are still very limited [25], [26].

Very recently, hybrid beamforming schemes using a single
passive multiple fixed beam antenna (Rotman lens [27] or
Butler matrix [28]) have also been proposed to achieve more
simplicity through exploiting multiple fixed analog beams
covering a wide sector and controlling them digitally in the
baseband. However, it is well-known that in 5G (especially
at mm-waves), sharp beams with large gains are needed to
satisfy the link budget and allow sufficient frequency reuse.
This may lead to large (N x N where N ≥ 16) multiple fixed
beam antenna structures that can result in bulky designs with
high design complexity, insertion loss, power inefficiency and
parasitic radiation.

In this contribution, we propose the active multiport sub-
array phased array antenna (AMSPAA) architecture shown
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Fig. 2. Proposed AMSPAA architecture with fixed-beam multiport subarrays.

in Fig. 2 which combines several (= Q) multiport subarrays
with P elements and backed by P x P Butler matrices
(BMs) where P is relatively small so that the overall design
is less lossy, more compact and power-efficient. The major
advantage of the active multiport subarrays over the array of
phased subarrays is the increased angular coverage via the use
of multiple Butler beams. Besides, compared to their fully-
digital counterparts, AMSPAAs greatly reduce the processing
complexity since instead of all the antenna elements, the digital
weights are applied only to the BM ports corresponding to the
user positions.

The major advantages (A-i–A-v) / disadvantages (D-i–D-
iv) of the AMSPAAs can be summarized as follows:

(A-i) AMSPAAs can be straightforwardly integrated with
1D arrays (such as array of 5G cosecant subarrays as in [29]) or
efficient 2D beamforming can be achieved with planar antenna
layouts (see Section III).

(A-ii) The DSP complexity is remarkably less as compared
to the fully-digital beamforming. For example, if we assume
conjugate-beamforming (CB) or zero-forcing (ZF) pre-coding
at the baseband, the number of floating point operations (FCB ,
FZF ) is given by [30]

FCB = K(14N − 2)

FZF = K(24(K−1)N2+48(K−1)2N+54(K−1)3+6N)

where K is the number of simultaneous users and N is the
number of antennas in fully-digital arrays which is replaced
by Q, the number of subarrays, in AMSPAAs. If we assume
an array with N = 32, Q = 8, K = 4, DSP complexity
of the AMSPAA becomes 25% and 10% of the fully-digital
beamforming in the case of CB and ZF precoding, respectively.
For an array with N = 128, Q = 16, K = 8, the DSP complexity
of the AMSPAA is reduced to only 12% and 3% of the fully-
digital array for CB and ZF, respectively.

(A-iii) Optimally, P well-separated far-away users can be
simultaneously served by making use of all the subarrays for
each user (as shown in Fig. 2).

(A-iv) In principle, depending on the users’ EIRP re-
quirements, instead of serving P far-away users, K > P

closeby users can be served using different sets of subarrays
for different users. Yet, it might be more preferable to have all
the available gain in order to save power.

(A-v) In the case of having a few well-separated simulta-
neous co-frequency users, it is possible to send the same user
stream to multiple BM ports as in [31] and reduce the side lobe
level with no additional DSP algorithms such as ZF. However,
this comes at the expense of the increased beamwidth and
reduced gain that occurs because of the amplitude tapering in
the subarrays.

(D-i) The hardware requirements of AMSPAAs become
comparable to the fully-digital arrays if PAs are used at each
antenna port to compensate the BM losses. However, in the
case of having low loss matrices, the array could be powered
at the subarray ports only, which reduces the number of
amplifiers by a factor of M . In addition, there can be cases
where all the matrices/sub-arrays input ports are not used at
the same time (particularly in a 2D array) or if the number
of simultaneous users is restricted. Then, it might be worth
having less power greedy A/D and D/A converters than sub-
array ports by introducing an RF (or IF) ‘String to Sector Port’
switching matrix. This concept is visualized in Fig. 3 where
two users switch between the beam ports associated with the
upper and lower angular sectors.

(D-ii) The number of simultaneously served far-away users
(that need the gain from all the subarrays) is limited by the
number of BM ports. However, in [32], it was shown that
the number of users cannot be very large (K,P < 8 for
the current chip technologies) due to the thermal management
problems which is preferred to be handled passively via natural
convection [33].

(D-iii) Due to large spacing between the subarrays, grating
lobes (GLs) will occur in the field of view which may create
very large interference if not suppressed. Besides, ZF algorithm
does not work for two users located near each other’s grating
lobes [33]. However, placing the subarrays smartly can help
suppress the GLs and allow us to use CB or ZF [33] with
sufficiently low interference. An alternative way to dissolve the
GLs is to use overlapped subarrays [34] (with a more complex
analog beamformer) instead of the contiguous ones, which is
not discussed in this paper.

(D-iv) Two (or more) far-away users positioned in the
same Butler beam have to be served at different times or
frequencies due to the large scan loss in the adjacent Butler
beams’ patterns that have to be steered. Alternatively, each user
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can simultaneously use different portions of all the subarrays
with less gain, which might work for the closeby users.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we propose a planar array version of
AMSPAA with 0.5λ-spaced triangular lattice at element level
and grating lobe dissolving row shifting in a diamond like con-
figuration. The elements are grouped in horizontal subarrays
which are staircase shifted to reduce grating/side lobes over
the ±60 degree (in azimuth) by ±15 degree (in elevation) field
of view, which is currently defined as the typical 5G angular
sector [3].

The array layout is given in Fig. 4. In total, 256 elements
are used with 64 4x4 BMs. The cell sector is visualized in Fig.
5 in the u-v plane. The sector is divided into four regions. Each
Butler beam is responsible for serving a separate region.

The progressive phase shifts in a 4x4 BM for excitation
of each port is provided in Table I. By exciting the first port
of each BM and applying the proper phase shifts, the beam is
scanned in Region I. The same principle applies to the other
BM ports (2, 3, 4) and the corresponding regions (II, III, IV).

Subarray:
     Port #: 1 2 3 4

Fig. 4. The proposed AMSPAA layout.

Region I Region II Region III Region IV

Cell sector

sin(60 )o-sin(60 )o

sin(15 )o

-sin(15 )o

Fig. 5. Division of angular regions corresponding to the multiport subarray
beams in a typical 5G cell sector.

TABLE I. PROGRESSIVE PHASE SHIFTS IN A 4-ELEMENT SUBARRAY

FED BY A 4X4 BM

Excited subarray port # Progressive phase shift in the subarray (in degrees)

1 +135

2 +45

3 -45

4 -135

Fig. 6. Array directivity (in dBi) for a beam scanned inside Region I.

Next, the CB pre-coding radiation pattern results for two
beams scanned in Region I and Region II are shown. It is
worthy of note that due to the symmetry in the layout, the
beams in Region III and Region IV will have the symmetrical
pattern properties as compared to the results given for Region
II and Region I, respectively.

Fig. 6 shows the array directivity when a beam is scanned
in Region I by applying the proper progressive phase shift to
the first ports of the 64 subarrays. An isolated element pattern

Fig. 7. Array directivity (in dBi) for a beam scanned inside Region II.
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of
√
cos θ is assumed with a directivity equal to 6 dBi. It is

seen that in majority of the cases, the average interference
within the sector is sufficiently low (side/grating lobes are all
below -15 dB and most below -30 dB even for the worst scan
condition). A high interference level (-8 to -10 dB) is only
observed at specific areas in Region IV when u = − sin(60o)
and when u = − sin(30o), v = sin(15o).

Similarly, Fig. 7 shows the pattern results for a beam
scanned in Region II for the excitation of the second BM
ports. In this case, compared to Fig. 6, much cleaner beams are
obtained. The only high interference is observed at the lower
part of the boundary between Region III and Region IV when
the beam is scanned towards the top left of Region II, where u
= − sin(30o), v = sin(15o). This is expected since the pattern
must be in line with the results given in Fig. 6 at the boundary
shared between Region I and Region II.

Overall, competitive radiation pattern results to the fully-
connected and fully-digital arrays with 0.5λ-spacing are ob-
served using the proposed AMSPAA topology in the defined
cell sector. In the case of having the channel state informa-
tion or user positions available, it is also possible to further
decrease the inter-user interference in AMSPAAs by applying
ZF pre-coding, while maintaining relatively low side/grating
lobes everywhere inside the sector. As previously mentioned
in Section II–(D-i), further reduction in the processing and
hardware (LNA/PAs, AD/DAs, mixers, DPXs) requirements
can be achieved with the use of only one or two of four BM
ports at a time with a switching network (see Fig. 3).

IV. CONCLUSION

An original 5G multi-user hybrid beamforming architec-
ture has been presented. The proposed technique is based
on relatively small-sized active subarrays with multiple ports
generating multiple fixed beams that are digitally controlled in
the baseband.

The state-of-the-art 5G active multi-beam phased array
architectures have been reviewed and qualitatively compared
with the proposed scheme. It has been shown that as compared
to existing analog and hybrid multiple beamforming meth-
ods, active multiport subarrays can decrease the design and
implementation complexity and/or increase the angular sector
coverage. Besides, by introducing a smart 2D array layout of
the subarrays, competitive radiation performance to the fully
digital beamforming has been obtained while reducing the
processing complexity significantly.

Hardware simplification in multiport subarrays can also
be achieved by scheduling use of only one or two sub-array
ports/beams at the same time with a switching arrangement.
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